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The encrypted key exchange (EKE) protocol is augmented
so that hosts do not store cleartext passwords. Consequently,
adversaries who obtain the one-way encrypted password file
may (i) successfully mimic (spoof) the host to the user, and
(ii) mount dictionary attacks against the encrypted passwords,
but cannot mimic the user to the host. Moreover, the im-
portant security properties of EKE are preserved—an active
network attacker obtains insufficient information to mount
dictionary attacks. Two ways to accomplish this are shown,
one using digital signatures and one that relies on a family of
commutative one-way functions.
1 Introduction
Bellovin and Merritt [1] presented a protocol that allowed two
parties sharing a password to communicate without exposing
that password. That protocol, encrypted key exchange, or
EKE, required that both parties have cleartext versions of
the shared password, a constraint that cannot (or ought not)
always be met. In particular, consider the problem of a
user logging in to a computer that does not rely on a secure
key server for authentication. As shown in [13, 4], it is
inadvisable for most hosts to store passwords in either clear
form or in a reversibly-encrypted form. Rather, some one-
way hash function
 
is stored for each user password  .
Password validation is performed by calculating  	 on
the typed password  , and seeing if it matches the stored
value.
We show how to extend the EKE protocol to handle this
situation. The new protocol, augmented encrypted key ex-
change (A-EKE), works by choosing particular functions
 
for host storage of passwords. Both sides use   ,
which should be secret, as the shared password in the EKE




mised, the user must send an additional message containing
a different one-way function of the password; this value, to-
gether with
 
and the session key, is used by the host to
validate the login sequence.
We start by reviewing EKE, in Section 2. Section 3
presents the modified protocol and two different ways to
implement the it, one using public-key cryptography, and the
other using commutative one-way hash functions. Section 4
analyzes the security of the new protocol.
1.1 Assumptions and Constraints
Most of the fundamental assumptions of EKE apply here
as well. Specifically, we assume that the user’s sole means
of authentication—and sole long-term storage—is a simple
password, rather than a bulky private key. Furthermore, we
assume that the password must be protected from dictionary
attacks; historically, such attacks are quite successful. See,
for example, [13, 9, 10, 12], among others.
1.2 Summary of Notation
Our notation is shown in Table 1. To avoid confusion, we
use the word “symmetric” to denote a conventional cryp-





System principals. ( 
 and  ).

The password: a shared secret, often used as a key.






  !"$#&%(' Symmetric (secret-key) encryption of “info” with key  .
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 BA Commutative, one-way hash functions.
C
, D Base and modulus for discrete exponentiation.
cryptosystem has public encryption keys and private decryp-
tion keys.
2 A Review of EKE




 (Alice and Bob), wish to
establish a secret, authenticated session key. Initially, the
only secret they share is



























; note that her name is sent in the clear.
2.









also uses the shared password 














is derived from this value, perhaps






































































, and verifies that it
matches the original.
Since the quantities encrypted with  are random numbers,
an attacker cannot validate any guesses as to the password.
The fact that






man-in-the-middle attacks. Furthermore, neither party can
control the choice of

; to do so is equivalent to solving the
discrete log problem.
There is another major variant of EKE, which uses asym-
metric cryptosytems rather than exponential key exchange.
In general, that version is not suitable for use with A-EKE;
this is discussed further in Section 4.
3 EKE with Hashed Passwords
The modified protocol requires some new definitions. First,
there is
 
, the password-hashing function. Naturally,





. By our assumptions, hosts
should try to keep   secret, but this cannot be guaran-
teed. The goal is to prevent an intruder who has captured
 
from succeeding in learning  or in mimicking Alice.
Moreover, attackers who have not obtained   must re-





P protocol. (Note that any intruder with  
can already mount a dictionary attack, so we need not guard
further against that possibility.)
2
The second function, =Q

R
is a one-way function that
depends on both the password and the previously-negotiated

















this evaluates to true if and only if the genuine password

















The basic idea is to first run EKE with   in place of
the cleartext password,  . The result is a session key,  , that





, and can in practice only be
known by someone who knows   . Most attackers will
not get this far, but one who has captured   will be able to
impersonate either the host, the user, or both. Consequently,







Simply sending  , either in the clear or as   ' , would be
unsafe against an enemy who was mimicking the genuine

.
Below is the protocol in full—the first five steps are simply
EKE with
 

























picks a random number ﬀﬃﬂ , and uses the





















































































, and verifies that it
matches the original.
6. This ends the execution of EKE using   in place
of the cleartext

. We are concerned that an adversary
that obtained   still not be able to spoof the host as
























Note that an attacker who obtains   from the host
could successfully mimic the host to


. But without knowl-




The scheme can be strengthened against dictionary attacks







[(] instead of simply   . Then Bob would
send [ (in the clear) to Alice as an added initial step of the
EKE protocol, and   [


would be used in place of   .
This provides us with two of the three advantages of the
“salt” used by Morris and Thompson [13]: it is impossible
to tell if two hashed passwords use the same plaintext, and
it is impossible to build a dictionary of pre-hashed password
guesses. However, this change allows an attacker an addi-
tional degree of freedom over the protocol, which must be
considered carefully in designing a secure implementation.
There may be several different secure choices for   ,
=Q
, and S that will satisfy the protocol requirements. We
present two here: digital signatures and commutative one-
way functions. Other possibilities include functions based
on Gifford’s primitives [8].
3.1 Digital Signatures
Conceptually, the most straightforward way to augment EKE
is to define   as the public key in a digital signature







her private key. At user registration time, the host (Bob)
keeps only the public key; at login time, the user (Alice) uses
the public key for the EKE exchange, and the private key for
the A-EKE extension.
In signature schemes such as ElGamal [7] or NIST’s [14],
calculating the public key 0L^ can much more expensive than
calculating the private key; the user shouldn’t have to do
it at login time. Any number (such as  , or some simple
function of it) can be a private key, but the public key must
be calculated. Thus, it may be more efficient for the host to
store both a one-way hash   and a public key 0L^ derived
from

. Then an easier-to-compute
 
can be used for the
EKE exchange, and 0L^ can be used to verify the signature.





could proceed in parallel with the EKE exchange.
3
Using RSA[16] for the signature step is inadvisable. The
public_ key includes a number of very special form, to wit
the product of two large primes. To generate this,  would
have to act as the seed in a cryptographically-strong random-
number generator (i.e., as described in [2]). Achieving
consistent implementations could be tricky. Both parties
must calculate exactly the same pseudo-random numbers and
perform exactly the same probabilistic primality tests.
However it is achieved, as =Q

R













evaluated by the host is true only if
06`@
TU&V
) 1  T '2 is true. (In a successful execution, this
amounts to checking
0L^a
) 1    * ^UR' '  R
.)
Since Alice does not unilaterally select  , this cannot be a
replay; since Bob cannot control it either, there is no danger
of a chosen ciphertext attack.
Below is a full version of this form of the protocol. The
public key 0L^ for the signature algorithm is held by the host,
and is used as   . The user’s end calculates 0L^ from the




and 0L^b 1c' ; the former is a signature operation,
possibly via an asymmetric cryptosystem, while the latter
uses the value of the key from a signature system as the key


















picks a random number ﬀﬃﬂ , and uses the shared,
public signature key 0L^ to decrypt (via a sym-





























































































concludes the protocol successfully if and only if
0L^a
) 1    * ^fR' '  R is true.
3.2 Commutative Hash Functions
Let
  be defined as   0

, a member of a family of
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the first by hashing the received message  BA with   0






these two values are the same1,

can conclude that the other
party knows both   0

and  .
The security of both this and the public-key variant depend
critically on the information-hiding properties of the compo-
nent transformations (the hash functions and cryptosystems).
The next section discusses these requirements. At present,
we do not know of any family of commutative one-way
functions that satisfy the protocol requirements, while hiding
sufficient information.
4 Security Analysis
Implicit in our descriptions of both variants of A-EKE is that
the component transformations do not “leak” useful infor-
mation to a potential adversary. That is, it should be com-
putationally infeasable for an active or passive adversary to
obtain useful information about  , or to successfully spoof
either protocol participant, via replays or other strategies.
There are three, complementary approaches to formalizing
this requirement. The first postulates that the algebraic iden-
tities required by the protocol are the only identities satisfied
by the component cryptosystems and message transforma-
tions [5, 6, 3]. The second weakens these assumptions and
attempts to find a minimal set of (often complexity-theoretic)
assumptions that suffice to prove the protocol secure, and the
third takes a much more pragmatic approach of examining
the concrete implementations (e.g. DES or NIST) for known
(or discovered) flaws.
We consider the first and third approaches in what follows,
as the most pragmatically useful, and leave the second as an
open problem. (The protocol and its security requirements
1That is, the predicate mGnpoq.rLq.sut is true if and only if vfw;npotyx
v 0 nrft .
4
can be understood as abstractly specifying “the weakest as-
sumptions which suffice to render the protocol secure”.)
4.1 Requirements
The different protocol variants are designed to withstand two
different kinds of attacks: first, against an attacker with no
knowledge of   , they must not provide enough informa-
tion to mount a dictionary attack against  or   . Second,
an attacker that knows
 
should neither be able to mimic
the user to the host, nor be able to learn useful information
about  (without running a dictionary attack.)
4.2 A Ping-Pong Analysis
Following [5, 6, 3], Alice and Bob can be formalized as sim-
ple state machines, sending and receiving inputs from and
to an adversary, and ringing alarms in any inputs fail to sat-
isfy appropriate tests. In addition to obtaining new messages
from Alice and Bob, the adversary has certain computational
abilities. (For example, the function   is presumed known,
so given a message
-
, the adversary can compute  .-/ ,
  .-/l
, etc.) A security analysis explores all possible ac-
tions by the adversary, substituting arbitrary available mes-
sages in protocol executions with Alice and Bob. Despite
these actions, the adversary should neither learn the pass-
word  , nor any verifiable function of  that could be used
to mount a dictionary attack. Moreover, if the adversary is
assumed to know   , he or she should still not be able
to use attacks on the protocol to learn

. And of course,
classic authentication properties must be preserved by the
protocol: for example, if Alice terminates the protocol cor-
rectly (without ringing an alarm), with a particular value for
the key

, then either she has been executing the protocol
correctly with

, or with an adversary who has knowledge
of
 
. The analysis is outlined here–formal details are
easily instantiated.
4.2.1 Adversaries Without  
We begin with an assumption that Alice knows the password,

, Bob knows   , and several functions and predicates
are common knowledge, including   , =Q and S . Thus,
we assume that an adversary can compute   , =Q or S
on any known arguments (tuples of the appropriate arity).
We assume that these arguments are unrelated to  or any
legitimately negotiated session key.
Taking the initial EKE phase as a black box, we have a
mechanism by which Alice and Bob can negotiate a random
session key,

, each assured that his or her correspondent
knows
 
, and without divulging any useful informa-












Clearly, this simple addition to EKE affords little new op-
portunity for an attacker. An active attack could attempt
to substitute another message, but none available will pass
Bob’s test. Since the session key is different with each


















, but none are useful in at-
tacking later instantiations. Moreover, these messages are
protected by the (cryptographically strong) encryption by
Ez
. Hence, the adversary has no simple test to deter-
mine whether a prospective key

has been used in these














4.2.2 Adversaries with  
Even if a host is subverted and an adversary obtains   ,
we are interested in protecting  , and preventing the ad-
versary from mimicking the user. Hence, we augment the
initial state in the previous analysis, by assuming the adver-
sary knows
 
. The first phase, running EKE, depends
only on
 
, not otherwise on

, so the adversary learns
nothing new there. Now Alice may or may not be commu-








. But there is no mechanism for the adversary
to obtain  from =Q

R
. Moreover, since Bob ensures the
session key

























An implementation of a cryptographic protocol approximates
the information-hiding properties of the abstract protocol
with actual cryptosystems and messages spaces. That is,
the implementation is a model of the abstract protocol. In
particular, the implementation of the cryptographic opera-
tions must satisfy the algebraic properties of the abstract
operations. Unfortunately, they will almost certainly satisfy
additional algebraic properties, which may provide an ad-
versary opportunities for defeating the protocol. No known
concrete complexity theory suffices to demonstrate that such
an implementation is secure against an appropriately defined
adversary. However, the abstract analysis provides guidance
as to specific information that must remain hidden, or capa-
bilities that must be denied the adversary.
4.3.1 A-EKE Using Digital Signatures
For example, an implementation of A-EKE that uses digi-










the digital signature of
T
using a private key derived from
1
. Since






using the corresponding public key, this im-
plementation introduces new inference capabilities not con-
sidered in the previous analyses. In particular, an adver-
sary who has compromised the host will have obtained the












and check the signature using the public
key.
Different signature schemes leak differing information
about the signed message. For example, if the signature
scheme is RSA,
T






public key associated with 1 . Hence, the adversary can in
this case obtain  from
*
^fR
. But this is already known.
So in this case, these new inferences provide no new informa-
tion. (Of course, this considers only a single possible attack.
An exhaustive analysis of an adversary’s potential actions is
required, to ensure a security flaw is not introduced by the
implementation.)
4.3.2 A-EKE Using Commutative Hash Functions
A less satisfactory result occurs if we choose the RSA public-
key scheme to provide a family of commutative hash func-
tions [16]. While the consequent transformations satisfy the
identities needed for the protocol to make syntactic sense,
such use of RSA is not secure for our purposes.

























or a simple function of

.

















 ?W}  0  2I (Jﬃ8 ?N
Assume, then, that an adversary has a copy of   0

,






and   2I
(Jd8

. But that is two RSA encryp-
tions of the same message, using a common modulus and
different exponents. If  and
3
0 are relatively prime—and
the probability [11, Section 4.5.2] that they are is 6 Ł$ 2, or
about .61—Simmons’ attack [17] will immediately yield  .
If  and
3












. This value can then
be used in calculating  BAa21R if
:
divides   . (This latter
property dooms any attempt to substitute Rabin’s variant on
RSA [15], whose solution is equivalent in difficulty to factor-
ing
8
: the attacker can retrieve only
 2
, but that value is itself
usable in calculating any even power of  , as is required by
Rabin’s function.)
4.4 Public-Key EKE
An alternative implementation of the original EKE proto-
col [1] relies on a public-key cryptosystem, instead of expo-
nential key exchange. It has the drawback that the session
key

is chosen by one of the parties, as opposed to the

























. And that, in turn, permits use









Similarly, suppose that the host chooses  . In that case,
V
will impose that value on


, again obtaining   =Q

R'




The original EKE protocol protected passwords being sent
over the network, but required a trusted key distribution cen-
ter. We have now extended EKE so that it may be used
when talking to a single host. Local users’ hashed passwords
are protected by the operating system’s file protection mech-
anisms; remote users’ passwords are protected by the new
protocol. No third parties are necessary.
It does not appear to be possible to protect passwords
against an intruder who has captured the host’s copy of the
authentication data. Fundamentally, a password-guessing
attack is equivalent to the attacker playing both roles, that of
the user supplying a password, and that of the host verifying
it. Thus, if the host has enough information to validate the
legitimate user, the intruder would be able to validate a guess.
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